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About This Game

With help from a tiny friend, embark on an epic journey to save the planet you once called home.

Featuring many of the common beloved, physics based challenges with casual puzzle games while introducing its own role-
playing-like feeling, Darkness and a Crowd really does set out to originate itself from the occasional 2D adventure platformers

seen way too many times. A game that introduces the beauty of elements, leveling and unlocking new ways to complete the
challenges that face ahead.

While furthering progress in the game, you will continuously encounter many types of creatures each with their own unique
styles of attacks. While some creatures are up close melee attackers, others may be ranged but slower. If you advance too

quickly, you may find yourself in a scenario in which a few extra points could’ve made all the difference from life to death.

All of these challenges aside, the beauty of the game lies in the way it carries out many functions. In common RPG games, a
turn based system is used in times of battle. Darkness and a Crowd has found a way to adapt this style of turn based combat in a

real time style. The most common example of this would be with the spickles. Creatures such as spickles take turns much as
they would in a turn based RPG. They can be faced with the option to attack or move forward. However the choices aren’t

randomized and really do rely on how close they are to their enemies. With larger spickles, they prove to be more difficult with
their massive damage, however their downfall lies with how slow they move. If hit by a large spickle, your health will often drop

below half, but the chances of that happening are low, depending on how well you know your enemy. Get used to memorizing
when they will attack and it shouldn’t prove a problem.

Throughout the game, you will begin to learn more of the lands you encounter. How these places live and breathe. Each new
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area should have a whole new set of laws different from another in which the world abides by. You will begin to get a feeling
for the world as you help out the simple citizens of the towns. Gain a new understanding of the way these cultures interact with

themselves and each other.
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Title: Darkness and a Crowd
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Seth Albertus
Publisher:
Seth Albertus
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core i5 6200U @ 2.30GHz x 2

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 530 (HP)

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Main Menu, Introduction, Elemental Updates and more:

 Recently. Questions and Comments?:
As I've been working on Darkness and a Crowd, I've been very curious as to what my fanbase was interested in before I added
things that might be seen as unexpected or confusing for the giving theme.

So in that spirit, I would like to answer any and all questions regarding the game and myself under this announcement.

I love hearing what others have to say and ask about this my game. Clearing confusion is part of my job and a fun way for me to
interact with my community.

So shoot em at me in the comments or post to the discussion.

Happy 4th by the way! :)
Thanks,
- Seth Albertus. Suggestions for updates:
  I've come up with a few ideas for the project Darkness and a Crowd that I would like to run by the community before
incorperating and begining work on. And giving the game is still in its very early stages I would also like to ask for the
communities suggestions and features that you would love to see in DAAC.

Suggestions. Darkness and a Crowd’s B0.9.0 Major Update:

Updates. UI Graphical Update:
Although this might not be the craziest of the updates, it is a few small changes that I am quite proud of with the short amount
of time that it was accomplished.

What's been added?. Battle System:

Currently
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